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Thanks for downloading Swing In To Summer Learning Week Four: Bugs. Be sure
to check out the other weeks as they come out!
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Week 4 Day 5: Sight Word “want”

want want/want
Find “want” in the sentences below:
want

that

ate

want

Do you want to go?

saw

want

want

but

I want to see a bug.

ate

want

want

that

want

saw

but

want

I want to see him.

Did he want them?
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Kindergarten

Week 4 Day 5: -EG Word Family
Roll & Trace the -eg words.

beg

leg

meg

peg

leg

beg

peg

meg

beg

leg

meg

peg

Color the -eg words and write the
correct beginning sound.

_________________

__________________

Write a sentence using one of the words above.

/////////////////////
/////////////////////

__________________
Kindergarten
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Week 4 Day 5: Add and Subtract
Color the bugs by their sum or difference

10

5+5=___

11

12

6+4=___
6+5=___
3+8=___
2+8=___

8+4=___
7+4=___
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5+7=___

6+6=___
Kindergarten

Week 4 Day 5: Fluency
The bug saw the
snail and ate a
leaf.

The bug broke
a wing but not
his leg.

I want to think of
a joke.

He cut his leg
on the crib.

She ate the food
on the bib.

That is the snail
trail.
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